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Delaware’s economic development

One year later,
sounds of success
from the Queen
By Eve Tahmincioglu
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Volunteers sustain Delaware services

The Jazz Bridge Project hits a high note
for area musicians.

One recent balmy Thursday night in Wilmington, a Celtic folk indie rock band drew a crowd of 350 to what
once was typically a deserted downtown after dark.
Even though the band, Carbon Leaf, isn’t a big-name band, when it played at World Cafe Live at the
Queen Theater on March 15, hundreds of Delawareans came to listen, joined by music lovers from
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
This success story is another notch in the belt for one of those behind the Queen’s
resurrection, Hal Real, who launched a successful music venue on a rundown
Philadelphia street in an abandoned toilet factory in 2004, and then took that vision
to Wilmington. Many thought he was crazy, and still do. But with the Queen’s
impending one-year anniversary, he’s beginning to feel like a chorus of “I-told-youso” may be in order.
“I’m thrilled to say it turned out to be more successful than we expected,” he said.
The original projection for sales was $5 million in five years, Real explained. “That
may happen much sooner,” he maintained. Total guests at the Queen topped
120,000 this past year, including those who bought tickets and/or ate at the
location; and more than 50,000 tickets were sold for a total of 700 performances.
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This news may be surprising to some folks, given many were ready to write the Queen’s obituary in June
when news came that management was laying off 20 employees.
Real maintained it was bad timing on their part that led to the cutbacks. “We were ramping up to go into
the summer, underestimating how quiet Wilmington was during those months,” he said.
Since his company, Real Entertainment Group Inc., is privately-held, and is a for-profit operator of both
World Cafe Live venues, Real said he would not disclose specific numbers on revenues. He did say the
Delaware venue was not currently generating as much money as the Philadelphia location, but in the end,
“this will surpass Philly. We have much larger capacity here. We’ll have larger acts that play here that
can’t play in Philly. ”
While Real is tight-lipped about the financials, the 100-year-old concert hall on Market Street was brought
back to life thanks to approximately $25 million generated from a variety of sources—including $3 million
from Real’s firm; funds from the city; a nonprofit and a federal tax credit.
The Light Up the Queen Foundation, a nonprofit, is one of the key entities behind the theater’s rebuilding,
and contributed about $5 million towards the effort. The funds the foundation provided were borrowed so
the organization has to pay back the loan by September. At this point, they’re about $1.8 million short,
said Tom Williams, the foundation’s treasurer. “We’re not where want it to be,” he said about the timing for
paying back the funds because of the tough economy. Earlier this month, a benefit for the foundation,
featuring Rolling Stones music played by musicians from the region, raised about $20,000 toward that
goal, he noted.
But even if they miss the target, Williams stressed, that won’t have any impact on the Queen’s operations.
The foundation lost its executive director Bill Taylor in September after he resigned to take on another
nonprofit job in Washington, DC. But Williams said the same board is still in place, and there’s no hurry to
replace him at this point. “Our main focus is on fundraising and paying off the outstanding bill,” he added.
Clearly, the city has a lot riding on the success of the Queen.
City officials don’t yet have solid numbers on how the concert hall has impacted the area, but they’re
encouraged by what they’ve been seeing. “What’s happening in that area of Market Street has exceeded
our expectations,” said Tina Betz, director of Mayor Baker’s Office of Cultural Affairs in Wilmington. “What
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we’re seeing on the 400 block now was incentivized by what’s happening on Fifth and Market Streets,”
where the Queen is located.
She said there have been studies in other regions and nationally on how the arts are able to revitalize
blighted urban centers, and they all conclude, “having performing arts spaces and the arts of all different
stripes always has a positive impact.”
Indeed, the World Cafe concept in Philadelphia has had an impact. The area near the University of
Pennsylvania campus, where the club is located has changed dramatically since the venue opened its
doors nearly eight years ago.
“Things don’t happen overnight,” said Eugenie Birch, co-director of Penn Institute of Urban Research at
the University of Pennsylvania.
In Wilmington, she explained, the city has been involved in various renewal efforts for decades and now,
she surmised, “it may be reaching the sweet spot.” She pointed to development on the Riverfront and an
increase in downtown housing, as well as the opening of the Queen, as signs that the city may be
reaching a critical mass.
Real, who now lives in Wilmington, initially got to know the city through frequent visits to the Grand Opera
House for shows, but he rarely went beyond the streets right around the music hall. Eventually, he
connected with Delaware developers Buccini/Pollin Group, which owns the building, and the rest is history.
The success Real said he’s found with the Queen has solidified his belief in the “power of music to build
community.”
The revenue structure of the Queen has turned out to be different from its sister location in Philadelphia.
Half of the Queen’s sales are generated through events, such as weddings or company parties, compared
to one-third generated by events at the Philly location. During the holidays, one Wilmington company
brought 1200 employees to the Queen for an event.
Events, he explained, are a great way to get the word out about the Queen because people who may not
necessary come downtown for food or music get to see the music hall when they’re attending a wedding,
for example, and decide to come back.
As far as marketing goes, Real said they’re focusing on social media to reach potential customers; and
today about half of those coming to the Queen are from Delaware, with the rest traveling from
Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey.
While music is the Queen’s main draw, food is also bolstering revenue. “Our lunch business has been
growing by 10 to 20 percent a month,” he noted.
Real said the city has been very supportive but the Queen opened its doors at a time when the economy
was still in the dumps and resources are limited. “We would like to see some more dedicated resources
for Market Street,” he said. For example, police officers assigned to the street that would be regulars on
the beat and not constantly rotated out.
But overall, the experience has been a positive one, he stressed, and security and sanitation in the area
have been first-rate. The success has so buoyed Real’s business he’s now in the process of taking the
World Cafe concept beyond the region, to other urban centers. While he hasn’t secured a deal yet, they’re
looking to places such as Louisville and Detroit.
It’s a far cry from what he faced when he first proposed the concept in the “place to be somebody.”
“I heard for years that ‘you can’t do this in Wilmington. You don’t know the racial history,’’’ Real recalled. “I
said, ‘get over it.’”
The loss of another music venue, jazz club Zanzibar Blue, also contributed to doubts. The club, which
opened in 2002, was held up as a boon for Wilmington’s revitalization, but its failure after only two years
still fuels pessimism about the city’s potential, Real acknowledged.
He admitted there are still naysayers who don’t think the venue will survive. “It’s a self-fulfilling prophecy,”
he said, about expectations of defeat. “I think it’s sad that some are waiting for things to fail instead of
working for things to succeed.”
(Correction: The original version of this story indicated Hal Real lived in the Pennsylvania suburbs. It has
been corrected to reflect he lives in Wilmington. DFM News apologizes for the error.)

